
Large Buddha Head Statue
Sandstone 3 feet
Read More
SKU: 01025
Price: ₹100,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Large Buddha Head Statue Sandstone 3 feet, An alternative to traditional posture. A distressed
finish holds a sense of generosity and compassion. Material: Sandstone/Redstone/Khondalite
Stone Dimension(HWL): 34 x 19 x 18 inch Height: 3 feet (approx.) Buddha the name means
"the awakened one". The founder of Buddhism. Born and named, Sidhartha (one who attains
goal). The prince of the Shakya tribe. Away from the harsh reality of worldly sorrow, he was
raised and brought up with all wealth and opulence. married and had a son. Until the age of
twenty-nine, an incident changed his life. One day on his way to Kapila Vastu he saw an old
person, a sick man, and a corpse. It makes him unsettle of the harsh truth, that every human on
earth is subject to the fate of getting old, sick, and dead, and no opulence or pleasure will
protect him from getting the dukkha. He also saw a monk who is walking with peace and
serenity on his face. All these made him down the material pleasure of the royal life and he
went on the spiritual quest. For the next six years, he follows many tea Heightchers'
instructions,  yogi practices, got into self-mortification, self-deprivation but did not find any
specific solution to his quest. That is when he decided to find a middle path instead of going any
extreme. He finally sat under a fig tree in deep meditation and attain enlightenment. From then
he is known as Lord Buddha. He spent all his life teaching others. He spent forty-five years
teaching others by traveling from place to place. and took his last breath at Kushinagar.
Buddhas statue always has different postures, hand gestures which have many spiritual
meanings but the head is always the same. Buddha head holds the secret of enlightenment,
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knowledge, and wisdom. The head always demonstrates placidity and poise. In his prince hood,
he used to the topknot. He shaved his hair off for the spiritual quest. A shaved head is a symbol
of getting rid of illusion and ignorance. But his head is always portrayed with ringlet curls. Those
ringlets are not short hair but the 108 died snails. In his meditation days, Lord Buddha was in
deep meditation even after he was under the tree the rays of the sun was directed towards his
bald head, at that very moment, a snail was making his way around seeing Buddhas states and
realized that this will make him distracted and lose focus on his concentration due to the sun
rays, the way up to his head and sat there. Other snails were also the first one and end of the
day when Buddha stood from the meditation he realized he was caped of 108 snails, who had
given their lives to make a safe focus free environment so that Buddha reach the path to
enlightenment. So they are always displayed in his head to remind us about their sacrifice. His
elongated ears remind us that once he was a prince who wears heavy jewelry but gave up all on
divinity and mankind. His smiling lips depict despite all suffering, he has higher wisdom and
understanding of the universe. The circular dot on his forehead resembles the third eye, he can
see beyond the physical and materialistic arena. Keeping a Buddha head big size in the space
evokes peaceful and harmonious energy in the atmosphere. It amplifies the calmness within us.
Placement: Keep Large Buddha Head Statue in garden to achieve success. Care: Use a cotton
cloth or a broom for the dusting

Stone Buddha Head Statue 2.5
feet
Read More
SKU: 01024
Price: ₹72,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Sand stone Buddha Head Statue 2.5 feet, A lighthearted interior theme, with a rugged finish
making it look like standing for ages. Decorate your space with a unique piece of the Buddha
head with a serene expression and appealing elegance.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 28 x 16 x 16 inch
Height: 2.5 feetThere was a prince named Siddhartha Gautama. Brought up and raised in
wealth and luxuriousness. Shove off from the luxury life after encountering the suffering of the
world at the age of twenty-nine only. undergo many extremes and finally determined to find a
middle path six years later which appears to be his all answer to the suffering by meditating
under the bodhi tree. The person is known to be "Buddha" which means the awakened one.
Which he later share with the world, how to escape from suffering and the path to achieve it, he
spent his entire life teaching others.Lord Buddha's life has been showcased through many
postures and gestures him from meditating, sitting, standing to reclining, each posture has
some significance with his life except the head, which remains the same in all of his distinct
physical features. That curly hair on his head was not hair, Lord Buddha has shoved his head
when he left his palace, during his meditation time he was meditating under a tree, a snail
which was passing by saw that the sun rays directed towards Buddha's bald skin which may
distract him from achieving his goal, tom which the snail went up to his head so he can provide
lubrication from his damp body to protects Lord Buddha's skin, seeing this many other snails
also followed him to the head. When Lord Buddha stood up after his meditation he find out 108
snails covered up his head, and succumbed to death due to the hot rays dehydrated and dried
only to save him from the rays. So the head of Buddha always seen the snails covering in his
head to remind the sacrifice of those 108 martyrs who helped him to achieve the path of
enlightenment. The top nut bump on his head represents the intelligence and polymath he
gained after enlightenment. The dot on his forehead widely known as the third eye, makes him
see beyond the worldly and physical world. His protracted ear lob symbolizes the state that he
can hear the suffering of the world. His half-closed eyes depict his deep contemplative state yet
see through the awakened third eye. The smirk smile on his face illustrates his understanding of
the universe despite the suffering. The presence of the Lord Buddha head statue benefits us in
many ways, it improves mental well-being, strengthens the calmer side of one's inner self, and
develops a strong vibe of peace around the surrounding. Keeping a Buddha head at study and
kids room will rip the success benefit of an academic purpose. And keep in mind always face
him to the east where ever you purpose to place him. Placement: Not only spiritual benefits it
can be proved to be a magnificent home decor piece to add ornamentation to the decor. Place a
head statue if you have a tiny balcony garden, you can put him among the flower pots.
Otherwise many other options like statue him in Console table with few figurines, and on the
sideboard between two lamps of the same design will amplify beauty to your decor. Also, it can
be proved to be a divine gifting option for your loved ones. Care: Sand stone Buddha Head
Statue can be easily clean with fiber cloth or with a broom, whenever required to get rid of dust.
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Sand Stone Buddha Head Statue
18 in
Read More
SKU: 01022
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sand Stone Buddha Head Statue 18 in. A beautiful distressed statue head finish has many
placement possibility through out your home or office. This piece has ability to capture the the
mind with placidity with a single glance.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 12 x 12 inch Height: 1.5 ft
Lord Gautama Buddha, the pioneer of Buddhism. Teaches the world how to escape the suffering
of the world. Lord Buddha's head illustrates his aspects of life with many significance. His head
looks covered with curly hair, actually was not the hair, it's the hundred eight snails. During the
time he left his palace he shaved his head when he was sat under the Bodhi tree and started to
meditate,  the sun rays were directed towards his head, a snail passing by noticed this, and
realized that the hot rays soon will distract him and lose his concentration so he went up to his
head and sat there, seeing this others snails also followed him and all of them sat there to
provide cooling his bare head skin with their lubricated body. Later in the evening when Lord
Buddha was standing from his meditation, he noticed 108 snails on his head who gave up his
life to achieve his enlightenment without distraction. That's why we always displays the head
with snails reminding of their sacrifice. His semi closed eyes illustrates his awaken of inner as
well as outer world. His long ear lobes represent his ability to hear the suffering of the world, his
dot of forehead illustrates third eye of wholeness. His smirk smile depicts the understanding of
the real universe in spite of the suffering. His life long teaching was based on finding out the
sorrow or suffering and the way to escape it. His teaching include four noble path, the middle
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path between the  extreme. and eighth fold path. Create a tranquil and serene energy in your
home or office with the Buddha head statue. In today's life full of hectic, the statue bring placid
and balanced energy with our inner self. A must have piece to add in your space. Placement:
Make a space among your tiny garden of  your balcony for the Buddha head statue. You can
place on the console or side board with few more figurines or between  lamps. Consider it on
the shelf and in corridor upon a table. A perfect  gifting option for your dear ones. Care: Dust
the surface with a cloth or broom periodically to ward off dust.

Sand Stone Budha Head Statue
13inch 7
Read More
SKU: 00100
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Budha Head Statue 13 inch. The weather effect statue head resembles as it stood
for years. Not only does it hold a sense of generosity and placid but also added stability to the
decor.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Dimension(HWL): 13 x 8 x 8 inch Height: 1 ft
(approx.)
Gautama Buddha, widely known as "Shakyamuni", is the sage of the Shakya clan. The cycle of
the renaissance is called Samsara which is the bailiwick of suffering. The buddhas ultimate
enlightenment is the practice of sidestepping from that suffering. The person who discovered
the path to free rein from suffering followed it to the end, and teaches it to others is called "The
Buddha".Like every physical feature of Lord Buddha with some spiritual significance, his head
also illustrates many aspects of his life. The top nut of his head is known as Ushnisha, which
depicts his wisdom and acuity after enlightenment. His half-closed eyes looking the internal self
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as well as the external world. The lengthened ear illustrates the wealthy lifestyle from his past
he pursued and his hearing power of suffering of the world.  A dot on his forehead represents
the third eye, the occult. His semi-closed eyes, with deep meditative state along with looking
the material and physical world. The smirk smile on his face depicts in spite of all suffering, he
has unfolded the understanding of the universe. Having a Buddha's head, Emits the power of
wisdom and peace around it. Placing it facing east in study or kids will rip academic success.
Placement: You can place the delightful bust statue at the tiny garden of your balcony, on top
of a console table or sideboard between two lamps, or place it with a few more decorative
statues, on the shelf of your living room. Considered to be a gifting item full of divinity. Care:
Sandstone material require very little care. Wipe down the surface with a fiber cloth or tea
towel enough to ward off the dust.

Sand Stone Budha Head Statue
12inch 6
Read More
SKU: 00099
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“It is better to conquer yourself than to win a thousand battles. Then the victory is
yours. It cannot be taken from you, not by angels or by demons, heaven or hell.”

Lord Buddha is the epitome of peace, harmony, love and wisdom. With a calm and peaceful
smile, he arose from his meditation. He understood the meaning of our existence on earth and
what created us. After giving up on the materialistic world he found the truth; he attained
enlightenment and established the principles of Karma. He became the Lord Buddha, the fully
liberated one, awakened and enlightened. So believe in yourself and be close to enlightenment
by bringing home this beautiful stone head statue of lord Buddha.
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Sand Stone Statue Budha Head
12inch 5
Read More
SKU: 00098
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

If are you thinking about investing in a collective and attractive beautiful handmade
sand Stone statue of Buddha's head, then you are on the right page. we've collected
attractive and timeless traditional picks for every style.

Material: Soapstone Pinkstone
Dimension(HWL): 5.5 x 3.2 x 3  inch
Height: 5.5 inch
Weight: 6 kg

Characteristics of the Buddha head sculpture:

His head was caped of 108 snails, who had surrendered their lives to make a safe focus
free environment so that Buddha gets the way to enlightenment.
His long ears remind us that once he was a prince who wears heavy jewelry but gave up all
on divinity and mankind.
His smiling lips show that despite all suffering, he has higher wisdom and understanding of
the universe. 
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The circular dot on his forehead resembles the third eye, he can see outside the physical
and materialistic arena.

An insight into the life of Gautama Buddha:

"Buddha" word means "the awakened one".
An iconic figurine of Sakyamuni Buddha is adequate to perceive the majesty of this
historical leader who influenced the social and political frame of India.
 Gautama was born in a Kshatriya clan, the son of Suddhodana, elected chief of the Shakya
clan, whose capital was Kapilavastu. His mother’s name was Maya.
King Suddhodana, wishing for his son to be a great king, protected him from any contact
with human suffering, as well as, religious education.
He was grown and brought up with all prosperity and luxury.
It was after spending 29 years as the prince of Kapilavastu, that Siddharth eventually got a
peek at the outside real world. Gautama Buddha noticed three things- an old man, a dead
body, and a sick man.
It makes him upset by the harsh truth, that every human on earth is subject to the
suffering of getting old, sick, and dead, and no luxury or pleasure will protect him from
getting the Dukha/suffering.
He also saw a monk who is roaming with peace and calmness on his face, these three
sights made him understand how life is full of suffering and how it is just a temporary
phase. Post his meeting with the outside world, he decided to leave the royal duties and
family to attain enlightenment. And traveled into the forest, and spent six long years
studying ideologies and undergoing yogic asceticisms.
He spent seven weeks in the shade of a Bodhi tree until he attained Nirvana. Then he
sermonized sermons and embarked on missionary travels for 45 years and later left the
world at the age of 80.

Authentic decor tips for the Buddha head statue:

Exhibiting it on vacant corners is perfect that work as a rich and elegant addition to your
home decor.
You can put the head on a pedestal in the living room, beside the couch.
Use it to create diversity by combining two matching colors or play with degrades of your
favorite color.
Replace harsh florescent lights with calming, nature-inspired, or candle lights near the
head for making a soothing atmosphere.
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Water is a nice feature of the décor, use the pool, koi pond, or fountain near the statue
head.
Ornate the empty nooks of your home and patio.
Plants have a calming effect through their soothing green colors then why don't you go for
placing it near the potted plants of your balcony garden?
A bonsai tree or a lamp can well complement the Buddha's head over a sideboard or
console.

Godsends of keeping the Buddha's head:

The face transmits tranquility and peace all around its surrounding.
The idol of Buddha emits an aura of peace and calmness and also makes a great
decorative item.
It provides buoyant and soothing energy to help you concentrate better. You can put it in
the corner facing East, as it represents eternal wisdom and enlightenment. This will help
you attain harmony.

How to clean and keep the head statue:

The effortless cleaning makes the Sandstone unique. 
An uncomplicated cleaning process on intervals will last for ages.
Wipe off the dust and debris from the sculpture by using a microfiber wetness cloth over
the surface.
Wipe the surface with gentle strokes is enough to get rid of uninvited dust.
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Sand Stone Sculpture Budha
Head 1ft 4
Read More
SKU: 00097
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Buddha statues represent the life and teachings of everyday life. Each one imparts a
different message. Even the most minimalistic statue can be filled with boundless
meaning like this Budha head sculpture.

Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 7.5 x 7 inch
Height: 1 ft

Features of the Buddha head sculpture:

He was caped of 108 snails, who had given their lives to make a safe focus free
environment so that Buddha reach the path to enlightenment.
His elongated ears remind us that once he was a prince who wears heavy jewelry but gave
up all on divinity and mankind.
His smiling lips depict that despite all suffering, he has higher wisdom and understanding
of the universe. 
The circular dot on his forehead resembles the third eye, he can see beyond the physical
and materialistic arena.

Gautama Buddha:
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Buddha the name means "the awakened one".
The founder of Buddhism. Born and named, Sidhartha, the prince of the Shakya tribe.
He was raised and brought up with all wealth and opulence.
At the age of twenty-nine, an incident changed his life. One day on his way to Kapila Vastu
he saw an old person, a sick man, and a corpse.
It makes him disturb by the harsh truth, that every human on earth is subject to the
destiny of getting old, sick, and dead, and no luxury or pleasure will protect him from
getting the dukkha.
He also saw a monk who is walking with peace and serenity on his face. All these made
him down the material bliss of the royal life and he went on a spiritual search of finding the
solution to the sorrow.

Spread the aura of decorative peace:

Display this decoration in any room where blue, green, or gold is welcome, and you will
have an instant reminder to achieve balance with nature.
For a maximalist effect, pair it with colorful decor like crystals. To use as the focal point,
display with decor dominated by neutrals.
A statue that represents spiritual awakening is a great addition to any space that follows
the principles laid out by feng shui. Place it next to your home’s entrance to bring
mindfulness wherever your life takes you. When located next to a plant as seen in this
example, the statuette could represent the balance found in nature.
The distressed finished finish gives this resin sculpture timeless integrity that can grace a
wide variety of home decor styles.
 It is the perfect size to meditate on your desk at work.
This small concrete statue is the perfect size to add international sophistication and joyful
tranquility to the plants in your life. In this dream-like position, this statue will add a sense
of calming whimsy to any decor.
this statue will look fantastic with silk plants as well. For a zen like ambiance, pair with a
bonsai or even polished stones.

Some advantages of keeping the Buddha's head:

One of the major reasons is that these idols are said to radiate the energy of peace and
calmness around you.
Buddha idols do not possess just religious significance. They radiate an aura of peace and
calmness and also make a great decorative item.
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Something in your house that spreads positivity while also adding to the beauty of your
place.

Cleaning and maintaining the head statue:

As one of the most recognizable stones on earth, appealing to the eye as the classic look
of sandstone. 
Whether being used in the garden sculpture, sandstone is bound to add an instant touch of
class to any area in or around your property and is relatively easy to take care of.
Simply just by treating them to a simple clean regularly.
Dust particles and dirt lift away from them with a broom, then mop or gently or use a
damp quality cloth to give them a good scrub. 

Sand Stone Sculpture Budha
Head 10inch 3
Read More
SKU: 00096
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Sculpture of Budha Head is made by the sculptor of CRAFTS ODISHA by
making each piece perfect. Carved in such a way that looks great when displayed
apart or when grouped together.  

Material: Sandstone Redstone
Dimension (HWL): 10 x 7 x7 inch
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Height: 10 inch

Explanation of the garden statue:

The sculpture here represents the statue of the head of Lord Buddha. represent Buddha's
spiritual enlightenment.
The expression of the face represented in Buddha head statues is one of peace, serenity,
self-possession, and composure.
The statue is aesthetically pleasing and meaningful as well.

About Buddha:

Widely known as SHAKYAMUNI. Buddha stands for "the awakened one".
His heads have countless meanings behind every part.
His head symbolizes wisdom and the route to enlightenment.
The extended-shaped ear signifies the early life of the prince he lived and also his divine
power to hear his disciples. 
His closed eyes demonstrate deep meditation.
The dot on his forehead illustrates the third eye.
Having a greater understanding of the universe can be seen through his titter smile.

Placement tips for the sacred head:

Make a miniature landscape using sand rocks gravel, a few shrubs, and trees where you
can incorporate the head.
you can place them indoors like on your balcony or porch, or patio near any plotted plants.
Some carefully cultivated smallish trees look wise beyond their years which will go hand in
hand with the head statue. (You can choose from; Chinese Juniper
Japanese Needle Juniper, California Juniper, Rocky Mountain Juniper, Sierra Juniper, Apple
Bonsai, Azalea Bonsai, BougainvilleaHibiscus Bonsai).
Place it above a side table or console in the foyer, corridor, or hallway for a lasting
impression on the onlooker.
You can go for a plinth to place the head statue in the living, lobby, or corridor.

Usefulness:

To achieve triumph in academics, you should place the Buddha head statue at the kid's
corner facing east.
The head symbolizes self-knowledge, so you will gain tremendous knowledge and wisdom.
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It can energize all the sectors of your life positively.

The proper way to clean your Buddha head statue:

Use a soft cloth to wipe away dirt and other debris from the statue.
Dust the sculpture regularly at least once a week. Too much dust can damage the surface.
Use a soft, clean, dry cloth and dust the sculpture thoroughly.

Sandstone Buddha Head Statue
16 in
Read More
SKU: 01020
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Buddha Head Statue 16 inch. A warm weathered finish, persuasive to the semblance
of age. Not only an addition to your rustic décor can be also presented to your dear ones as a
serene aa traditional gift. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 16 x 10 x 10 inch
About the Showpiece: As we all know Lord Budhha statues come in various formations like
reclining, standing, sitting, and walking. But from all this his head always remains the same in
all postures. The crown of his head represents the deep sense of spirituality, knowledge, and
wisdom. His curly hair represents those 108 snails who sacrifice their life to save Lord Buddha,
from the hot rays of the sun during his meditative period. The stretched ear depicts his ability
to hear the world's sorrow. His closed eyes illustrate the state of deeply indulging in meditation.
His smile depicts his better understanding of the universe despite the suffering and the circular
dot defines his supernatural vision which can see beyond the material realm. About Lord
Buddha:  Lord Gautama Buddha was born to a king named Shudhdana of the Shakya clan. His
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father shielded him from any suffering of human life, raised him with all wealth and opulence
until the age of twenty-nine Lord Buddha was married and had a son. But when he finally got
the glimpse of what a human face in his life, he was devastated. It makes him realize that
illness, old age, and death have nothing to do with wealth or power, it's universal suffering
where everyone has to go through. So he left all the luxury life that night and went in search of
a way to escape from this pain. It took him six years to be enlightened. Which is known as the
awakening self, where he choose the middle path, which was included in his first sermon which
he deliver to his dispels about, in Sarnath. and spent the remaining life preaching to others the
path of achieving enlightenment. Buddhas have been taught how to attain salvation from
suffering for oneself alone. Placement and uses of the Showpiece: For, academic success
put the Buddha bust in your kid's room or the study room. Apart from spiritual significance, the
showpiece can prove to be a rustic décor piece. Put the bust, on the foyer, sideboard, or create
a showcase using a stand with a few figurines. It can amplify the décor in front of a vibrant color
wall, so make sure to embellish the background with a darker color to pop. Care: The statue
makes brilliant impression handling with age, so the cleaning should be done using a broom or
cloth periodically over the surface.

Sandstone Weathered Buddha
Head Statue for Home and
Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01642
Price: ₹23,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Buddha Head Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture,
Buddha Head Stone Statue For Garden, Stone Buddha
Head Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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Baulamala Stone Beautiful
Buddha Head Statue for
Outdoor Garden
Read More
SKU: 01622
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Baulamala Sandstone Statue Manufacturer, Big
Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Head Idols,
Buddha Head Sculpture, Buddha Head Stone Statue
For Garden, Buddha Stone Sculpture, Buddha Stone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Green Stone Buddha Head
Statue 5 in
Read More
SKU: 01050
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues

Product Description
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Description: Green Stone Buddha Head Statue 5 in. An excellent finished with glossy rich
green, made this Buddha's head fit in modern glam interior. A thought-provoking piece can be
set on a tabletop, bookends. Material: Greenstone Dimension(HWL): 5 x 2.5 x 3 inch Height:
5 inch
About the statue: Generally, Lord Buddha has featured four postures, mainly sitting,
standing, walking, and reclining, with the distinct posture he carries many distinct gestures
which have many spiritual characteristics. Except for his head which remains the same
countenance in all postures. Manifest purity and placidity with eternal happiness. His eye is
known as eyes of wisdom, his material eyes look at the external world. The circular dot of his
forehead represents his third eye, which carries a supernatural vision, known as eyes of
consciousness ability to see beyond the material realm. His stretched earlobes which lengthen
due to his heavy jewelry in his princely times depict that his ability to hear the world. His smile
depicts the deep equanimity despite suffering. Keeping a piece of Lord Buddha at home or
office helps to suffuse a more positive aura in the atmosphere of your home. You can fall into
meditation by simply contemplating his face.  About Lord Buddha: The journey of self-
discovery Which Siddhartha Gautama to become The Buddha, the awakened one. He is the
epitome of collectedness and ataraxic. How to free oneself from the "Dukha" known as the
suffering. His first sermon was about human suffering and the way to escape it. He discovers
the middle way which includes the Which the four noble truths and the eight-fold path.
Buddha's four noble truths include Dukha, Samudaya, Nirodha, Magga. Buddha's eightfold path
teaches about Panna: decrement and wisdom, Sila: Virtue and mortality, Samadhi:
Concentration and meditation. These are the intellectual and ethical perfection that can be
achieved through purely human means. His teaching is summed up in Dhamma, which means
truth, the law of righteousness. Which lies in a human's heart and mind.Placement and use: 
The charming bust supplicates a peaceful sense of tranquility. Place the showpiece center of
the cocktail table, bookends. The showcase of your living room and the bookshelf also serve as
a fine place to statue the showpiece. For academic success put a Buddha bust in your kid's
room, or study facing east.Care: Using a soft microfiber cloth to wipe down the surface, enough
to get rid of any dust accumulating on the statue.
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Sandstone Buddha Head
Sculpture 16 in
Read More
SKU: 01021
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Buddha Head Sculpture 16 in. Hand-finished by skilled artisans of Odisha. Sat upon a
sideboard or in the garden, it will serve a wide-reaching positive impact where ever you place it.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 16 x 10 x 10 inch Statues significance:
Lord Buddha has many postures and gestures which speak of different characteristics. But his
head remains the same in all his posture. His eyes were closed which depicts his deep
meditative state, along with an awakened mind. The circular dot on his forehead represents his
supernatural vision and spiritual awakening. His lengthened earlobes depict his ability to hear
the sound of the world (suffering). His smirk smile depicts his awakening of self despite the
suffering and understanding of the universe. The crown on his head, depicts the wisdom and
the supreme power of enlightenment. About Buddha: Lord Gautama Buddha was born as a
prince of the Shakya clan. His father king Shudhodana raised him with all means and deep
pockets until the age of twenty-nine Lord Buddha was married and had a son. one day he
confront what a human face in his life, like illness, old age, and death. He realized no wealth or
power, can save from the universal distress, illness, old age, and death, everyone has to go
through it. So he left all the lavish life and went in search of a way to escape from this suffering.
Which took him six years. And finally found under a Bodhi tree by meditating deeply for 49
days. He attains enlightenment. He is known as the enlightened one "A KNOWER". Placement
suggestion and use:  If you want to grow in the academic sector then keeping a Buddha head
in the study room or kids' bedroom facing east will rip your benefit. Apart from the spiritual
importance, it proved to be a beautiful décor piece. Sat him in the console or sideboard of your
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corridor, or living room. You can place it alone or with a few other figurines, or between two
lamps or botanical vases. If you have a tiny balcony garden then place him among the flower
pots, it will create an impressive décor. Care: Dust the surface of the statue with a broom or
cotton cloth, to get rid of dust compile.

Sandstone Buddha head statue
2 ft
Read More
SKU: 00595
Price: ₹48,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Sandstone Buddha head statue 2 ft. A simple yet traditional alternative to Buddha's other
posture. True artistry defines the distress statue delivers a stately appearance in the interior.
Suitable to place on a mantle or sideboard either solo or with other figurines or lamps.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Height: 2 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 24 x 15 x 15 inch
About the statement piece: Lord Buddha has many dissimilar postures and gestures which
speak of different characteristics of aspect. Unlike his head which remains the same in all his
posture, and also carries his attributes. In many Buddhas, expression eyes were semi-closed
which depicts his deep meditative state, along with an awakened mind which sees the inner as
well as the outer world. The circular dot of his forehead represents the supernatural vision and
the spiritual awakening. His elongated earlobes depict his ability to hear the sound of the world
(suffering). His smile depicts his awakening of self despite the suffering and understanding of
the universe. The bump, of his head, illustrates the wisdom and the supreme power of
enlightenment. He is said to bring peace and harmony into life. Keeping a piece of Lord Buddha
not only brings inner peace at home/office but also attracts positive energy in life. Because
inner peace is a way of living a peaceful and healthy life both physically and mentally. About
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Lord Buddha: Siddharth Gautama was born in a royal family, as a prince by birth. He brought
with him affluence and the life of Riley. Until the age of twenty-nine, he was married and had a
son. He was oblivious and nescient about the real world of suffering. One day he gets to grips
with the truth of what a common man face, sickness, old age, and death, which made him get
the picture. Nor him neither anyone can escape from this pain, despite having wealth or power
everyone has to go through this. So he goes down the line to search for a way to free,  from the
universal suffering. Which took him six long years to achieve the path of awakening self or
enlightenment. Which he share with his dispels and spent the rest of his life teaching the world
about his findings and the path of achieving them. Placement and use of the statue: If your
purpose is to grow in the academic sector then keep a Buddha head in the study room or kids
bedroom facing east. Apart from the spiritual significance, it uses as a beautiful décor
statement. Sat him in the foyer or sideboard in your corridor, or living room. You can place it
alone or with a few other figurines, or between two lamps or botanical vases. If you have a tiny
balcony garden then place him among the flower pots, it will amplify the décor. Care: Dusting
can be done using a cloth or broom periodically on the surface of the statue.

Sand stone Buddha head
sculpture 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 00478
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
Here the Buddha head is represented as round, youthful, charming and sweet looking. Buddha
heads symbolically represent vast wealth of knowledge he possesses being the awakened ones.
Specifically Buddha head is carved to represent Buddha’s wisdom along with the serene smile
of his face reminds us of his peaceful and calm nature. The ushnisha, a large cranial bump on
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his head represents knowledge and wisdom of the enlightened one, the urna, a small hairy
bump between the eyes of Buddha symbolizing the supernatural vision and his long ears
signifies the wealth and his curly hair represents the nobility. The facial expression of the lord
with half closed eyes means meditation with a gentle smile on the lips. Bring this statue home
to spread peace and calmness around you. This statue will not just beautify your surroundings;
it will spread peace and harmony in your life.

Sand Stone Sculpture Budha
Head 15inch 8
Read More
SKU: 00101
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
The son of king Suddhodhana and queen Maya Devi, lord Gautama Buddha was born in
Lumbini. Lord Buddha was never satisfied by his life as a prince, the luxuries of the palace or
the relationship with the humans, he always wanted to know the truth of life, the truth of
sufferings and path to ultimate happiness. Buddha left his life as a king and set for living like a
sage and attained enlightenment under the Bodhi tree. Lord Buddha totally changed the lives of
many who believed in him. Buddha believed that by meditation everyone can get to awakening.
So bring home this beautiful Buddha stone head statue to enjoy the enlightenment, beauty,
love and harmony.
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Sand Stone Budha Head 7.5in 1
Read More
SKU: 00094
Price: ₹6,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

This design from CRAFTS ODISHA weathered finish for timeless styling, giving the
home ambiance a sophisticated feeling.

Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x 4 x 4.5 inch
Height:  7.5 inch

Features of the Sand Stone Buddha Head:

The statue depicted above is of the head of Lord Buddha.
The statue is seen in a weathered look, which gives it an age-old appearance.
The head symbolizes the disconnection between the mind and body.
A simple carving is done very delicately over a stone by the efficient craftsman of Odisha.

 Buddha Head significance: 

The head is not symbolic, as well as, a spiritual representation of the enlightened one's
wisdom and knowledge.
The hair on  Buddha's head statues is neither totally shaved nor long, representing
Buddha's path of the middle life between the extremes of luxury and embarrassment.
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Buddha's head is known as the Ushnisha, which has an oval at the top. The Ushnisha
represents the achievement of the Buddha's enlightenment and his dependency on the
spiritual guide,  the Ushnisha may have been to represent a crown on the Buddha's head.
Buddha's head usually has half-closed eyes which indicate a state of meditation, looking
inward into the self, as well as, outward.
 The smeared smile on the statue also depicts the serene nature and nobility of Lord
Buddha after attaining enlightenment. 
The long earlobes may be due to the vestiges of his life as a prince when he wore
extravagant and heavy jewelry and earrings on his ears.

Latest design tips for the interior:

The combination of neutral and bright tones will add vibrancy to your interiors and make
your place look livelier with the statue head.
Its a high time to make this piece a part of your interior, with a classic look in the living
room over a stand near the couch.
 Exhibiting them on the console or sideboard in the middle of a dual lampshade serve as a
beautiful focal point.
Say hi uniquely to your balcony garden among the potted plants where you can place the
Buddha's head.
You customized the ambiance with plants, and shrubs to compliment your home.
Provide your walls with the beautiful head of Buddha.
 Create your own style statement with your imagination by displaying it in the empty nooks
and corners of the home and office.
The elegant and eye-catching statue can be well adorned on the builtin and alcoves of the
home.
 For a sophisticated look, display them above in the floating or hanging shelve on the patio
or living room couch.

Advantages:

 Emanate the energy of peace and tranquility around you.
 Placing the head statue at home enhances spirituality and harmony.
If you placed it appropriately, brings prosperity, good health, and peace.

Cleaning techniques:

Sand Stone sculptures are durable and shatterproof as they require very little
maintenance.
Use soapy water to wipe the surface of the statue.
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Frequent cleaning is enough to keep the statue away from dust.

Sandstone Buddha Head Statue
18 in
Read More
SKU: 01023
Price: ₹23,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Buddha Head Statue 18 in. The distressed finished and youthful structure makes an
engaging impression on the viewer. The artisanal elegance embraces the interior anywhere
adding tranquility.
Material: Sandstone Red stone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 11 x 11 inch
Height: 1.5 ft (approx.) A prince named Siddhartha Gautama was born with affluence and deep
pockets. But when he confronted the world of suffering he Make his tracks in search of freedom
from that suffering of the universe. Only at the age of twenty-nine, he cast around the answer
of his quest which he finally enlightened at the age of thirty-five, the first person who searches,
discovers, and teaches about the awakening of the soul known as "Buddha". The trailblazer of
Buddhism. Lord Buddha himself is known as the awakened soul. His statue has come with many
postures like reclining, meditative, earth touching, but if notice his head is always been the
same feature with several postures of physic. His head covered with 108 nails who gave up
their life to save him from the hot rays of the son is a symbol of sacrifice. The dot on the
forehead is known as the eye of consciousness, the supernatural ability to see the world. The
half-closed eyes depict the meditative state as well as his ability to see the inner self as well as
the outer universe. The smirk smile which he always wears on his face illustrates the awakening
of the universe despite suffering. His long ears depict he can hear the suffering and pain.
Buddha the name itself presents the embodiment of peace. Keep in mind to face him east,
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always where ever you place him. As he is the epitome of wisdom and knowledge so it is very
beneficial to keep the head of Buddha in the study and kids' room. Placement: Place him
among the pots of your beautiful balcony garden. Place him on the console table or sideboards
with a few other figurines or you can opt to place him in the middle between two similar lamps.
The shelf in your living room can also be a good option to showcase the head statue. Don't
forget to consider one of these pieces as a gifting option for our loved ones. Care: Sandstone is
material that does not need much care, you need a cloth or brush to dust the surface, enough
to keep the dirt away from the statue.

Sandstone Bald Buddha Head
with Pedestal Statue online
Read More
SKU: 01541
Price: Call for price
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols,
Sand Stone Buddha Statue, Sandstone Buddha Statue

Product Description

The bald Buddha head is a unique alternative to other traditional postures of Lord
Buddha. Capturing the tranquil expression and displayed like the work of art that it
is. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 30 x 8 x 8 inch Height: 2.5 ft The
inimitable head with pedestal:

The bald head is conjoined in a 2.5 ft pedestal.
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The above sculpture is a visual delight and artistic masterpiece of the craftsman.
Showcasing
Lord Buddha's shoved head, is the initial period from his journey of enlightenment.
The art of stone carving is an ancient practice of Odisha. Recognized globally for its unique
and exclusive masterpiece bring to life by the artisans.

The essence of Lord Buddha :

Lord Buddha is the 9th incarnation among the ten Avataras of Lord Vishnu.
He was the pioneer of Buddhism. Buddha means the one who is awake.
He achieved full awareness and became the Buddha. He was widely known as the
"Enlightened One".
The first teaching given by him was the "Four Noble Truths". Which focuses to find the path
to get yourself free from the suffering of the universal pain, by following moral and ethical
conduct.

A counsel to situate the extraordinary decorative stone statue: 

Lord Buddha is the epitome of peace and tranquility so placing him anywhere will fetch
you good luck only.
Placing him in the corridor of your office, college, home, and restaurant will attract a
soothing atmosphere.
You can even enhance the length by adding more length to the plinth and decorating in
the center of the garden, park, and front yard.
You can enhance the décor by putting it in the middle of the flowers, and colorful stones,
and artificial water bodies.

How to take care :

Sandstone is among the most durable material of all. And can stand to any weather.
Dusting can be done by using a cloth or broom, wiping down over the surface will be
enough to get rid of any dirt on the stone sculptures.
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Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 01325
Price: ₹9,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 10 inch. An alternative to other common postures of Lord
Buddha. With a rich stone finish, fits any interior theme.
Material: Soapstone Pink stone Height: 10 inch Dimension(HWL): 10 x 5 x 5 inch Statue
Type: Buddha
Lord Buddha, was a prince raised in opulent, and over-the-top living. left the lavishes in search
of enlightenment. He spent his entire life teaching others about the meaning of life, inner
peace, and elimination of suffering. Like his other physical features, Buddha's heads also have
indulged much spiritual substance.His carved head represents sagacity, a sense of calmness
and tranquility can be felt by looking at his smile. The "Ushnisha" bump on his head represents
the wisdom and intellect he gained after enlightenment. The "Urna" is the third eye, which can
make him see beyond the materialistic and physical world. His long ear lob symbolizes the
wealthy life he used to live, also state that he can hear the suffering of the world. His half-
closed eyes depict his deep meditative state yet see through the awakened third eye. He
always bears a smile on his face, it illustrates despite all the suffering his understanding of the
universe. For academic success place the head in the corner facing east, in the kids or study
room. It helps to maintain positive and harmonious vibes with ins surrounding. You can fall into
a meditative state by gazing at his head only. Placement: The bust has not only spiritual
significance it's a great object for decorative purposes. You can statue the bust between the
flowers pot in your balcony, along with the few other items on your dresser, shelve, opt for a
single stool, and put the bust n your corridors. Entrance table of the office, restaurant, hotels.
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Also, proof to be a beautiful gifting option for your dear one. Care: The advantage of soapstone
is that it is a non-porous material also very easy to clean. So use a sponge or a piece of cloth
and wipe down the surface to buff.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 9 inch
Read More
SKU: 01324
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 9 inch. An auspicious symbol of peace, encapsulate
reposeful expression. Can be displayed in the living room cabinet or can be set on the foyer
table. The glossy glaze keeps making this Buddha bust especially artful. Material: Pink
Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 9 x 5 x 5 inch About Lord Buddha: Buddha means the
awakened one.  And the pioneer of Buddhism. He was raised and brought up with wealth and
richness, away from any reality a man face during his life. But when he encountered the reality
it makes him distressed to the core, that no wealth can save anyone from getting old, falling
sick, and death. So he stepped out from his lavish life and make his journey to find a way to
free oneself from the suffering of the universe. Which he found six years later, under a Bodhi
tree, by meditating deeply. And spent the remaining life teaching others, about his findings. He
gave his first sermon in Sarnath, to his dispels. Which include the four noble truths and the
eight-fold path.
Lord Buddha is always associated with self-knowledge and intellect. For academic success put
the Buddha head facing east in your kid's bedroom or in the study.About the statue: Every
feature of Lord Buddha has some significant aspect of his life. Unlike his dissimilar posture and
gesture, from sitting to reclining, his head always remains the same has similar physiognomy in
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all postures. His semi-closed eyes depict the meditative state with the awakening of the mind
which is looking inward as well as an outward realm. The dot on his forehead, known as his third
eye to see beyond the material and physical world. His elongated earlobes depict his ability to
hear the sound of the world suffering. The smirk smile on the face illustrates the supreme
enlightenment is reflected in his smile, with a better understanding of the universe.
Placement:  Bring home the Enlighted piece. Apart from its spiritual significance, it can prove
to be a statement piece in your décor. If you have a tiny balcony garden then create a space
among the flower pots to statue the bust. You can opt to sit it on the sideboard, or on the
console in the corridor of your home or office, it can be placed solo or you can place it between
two similar lamps. Care: To clean the statue use a cloth or brush to wipe the surface.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01323
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 6 inch. A breathtaking statement piece upholds a sense of
generosity and compassion. Can be sat on the console table alone or with a few more figurines.
Spread calm around the surrounding. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 6 x 3.5 x
3.5 inch About the statue: Every feature of Lord Buddha has some significant guise of his life.
Like his posture and gesture from sitting to reclining, has some important and distinct
characteristics. His countenance also illustrates his traits. His half-closed eyes are a symbol of a
deep concentrating state with an awakened mind, seeing inward as well as an outward realm.
The dot between his eyes depicts his supernatural vision of seeing beyond the material and
physical world. His stretched earlobes represent wisdom and compassion towards the suffering
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which he can hear. The smirk smile on the face illustrates both happiness and suffering and a
better understanding of the universe. About Lord Buddha: Although born as a prince,  in a
royal family. raised with all luxury and away from the brutal reality of a human face in his life
Lord Gautama pursued until the age of twenty-nine. When he was confronted with the reality
that, no wealth can save an individual from falling sick, getting old, and death. So he left the
lavish life and went to search for a path to escape the certain suffering. Which he found six
years later near Bodh Gaya, under a Bodhi tree by engaging with deep meditation. He did not
keep his knowledge up to himself, he spent his remaining days teaching others, about his
findings. He preaches his dispels first time in Sarnath. The teaching included his four noble
truths and the eight-fold path. Lord Buddha is the embodiment of wisdom and intellect. For
academic growth place a Buddha head in a kid's bedroom or study facing him east.    
Placement: To amplify the positivity a must-have piece in your space. Sat the statue on the
console or sideboard, alone or you can add a few figurines along with, placing it between two
lamps will be adding more bonus in the décor. The cabinet in your living room also is a notable
place to showcase the masterpiece. Care: It is extremely easy to clean, you only need a brush
or cloth, simply wipe down the surface enough to ward off dust.

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01322
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 6.5 inches. This Buddha head will make your decor stand
out. The charming youthful look spreads the feeling of calm. Coordinate it with lamps on the
sideboard or a console table just as beautiful alone.
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Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 6.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 inch
About Lord Buddha: Born as Siddhartha Gautama, refer as Buddha after attaining the
enlightenment. After enlightenment, he spent teaching others his remaining life about his
discovery to the path one can free himself from the suffering. He has achieved the highest
knowledge and supreme intelligence. The  "enlightenment" means awakening towards the
universal reality. His basic teaching includes the four noble truths, the eight-fold path, and the
three universal truths. He gave his first sermon at Sarnath to his disciples. Wisdom, kindness,
generosity, are the important morals,  one should follow in his life was his teaching.About the
statue: Unlike the distinctive posture of Lord Gautama with different meanings. From sitting to
reclining each of his gestures conveys something of his life, but his head remains the same
expression through every of his posture. The charming youthful and smirk smile has a lot of
aspects revealing about his characteristics. The Ushnisha represent his wisdom. The Urna
depicts his third eye which can see beyond the material and physical world. His semi-closed
eyes represent his awakened mind, which balanced the external and internal self. His long
earlobes depict his ability to hear of the suffering and understand those. The smile depicts that
he is well understood the universe despite the suffering. Lord Buddha has been always
associated with peace, so keeping a Buddha bust facilitates achieving inner peace of which is
helpful to lead a happy life both mental as well as physical. Adding serenity to the environment
is also useful for academic growth, keep a Buddha head in the kid's room or study room facing
east would be helpful to rip the benefits more. Placement: Not only spiritual significance it
proved to be a very magnificent option for, decoration. Place it on the console or sideboard,
either alone or with lamps or a few other figurines. You can create a tiny balcony garden by
placing him among the flower pots. Your living room shelf also is a beautiful place to showcase
the statue. Don't forget to consider it to be a gifting option for special occasions. Care: It's
extremely to clean with the help of a broom or cloth you can dust the surface periodically.
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Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 5.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01321
Price: ₹4,300.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head 5.5 inches. The charming and youthful head statue upon a
stair-shaped pedestal, smooth finished surface, amplify your interior ornamentation. The
peaceful vibes allow you to arrange it with other figurines on top of your console or sideboard,
shelf.
Material: Pinkstone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 5.5 x 3 x 3 inch
About Lord Buddha:  From the princely life of Siddhartha Gautama to Lord Budha, his life turn
around when he realized that no wealth can save him from facing the utter truths one's face in
this life, like getting old, falling sick, and death. He left his lavish life to find a way to get freed
from suffering, and after six years of searching, he finally attain enlightenment. And spent the
rest of life sharing the path to escape from the suffering, with the world. He has to develop the
superiority of sense and insight. His teachings include the four noble truths and the eightfold
path, perches the first time in Sarnath to his dispels.About the Head: Like distinct features of
his posture from standing to reclining, the head feature remains the same in all statues. His
head too displays many aspects of his life. The crown on his head represents intellect and
sagacity. The dot on his forehead represents his supernatural vision, to see with mental power.
His half-closed eyes, in a state of deep meditation, depict the mind was awake and balanced
between the external and internal realm. The long earlobes represent his ability to hear the
suffering of the world and signify compassion and wisdom. The smirk smile which he always
carries on his face represents the mind that is free of suffering and understanding of the
universe. His head the most important part of the body itself represents his characteristics. The
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head is the representation of the intellect and generosity of knowledge he attained by being an
awakened one. Inner peace is the way to bring happiness into life, in this hectic lifestyle it is
difficult to possess. So keeping a symbol of placidity and calmness like a Buddha head statue
will help to improve the positive vibes into life. For academic purposes consider it to place in the
kids and study room by facing him to the east will rip more benefits. Placement: If you have a
balcony garden then create a space among the flower pots to statue him. Otherwise, you can
place him on the console of your living or corridor with a few more figurines. Your sideboard will
also be a useful place to statue him between two similar patterned lamps. A beautiful gifting
option to consider for your dear ones. Care: Pink stone is a   nonporous material, which does
not need much attention for cleaning, you can simply dust the surface with a cloth or brush
enough to ward off the dust.
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